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Security Awareness Program Quiz 
 

TEST INSTRUCTIONS 
 
This test consists of 10 multiple choice and true and false questions. Select the answer(s) that best 
apply. Write your answer in the square to the left of the question. 
 
 
 
Example 
 
1) An area designated by a sign as an area to which access by persons or vehicles requires the 

production of valid identification is: 
 

a) Movement Area 
b) Groundside 
c) Restricted Area 
d) Maneuvering Area 

 
 
“Restricted Area” is the correct answer, therefore you would write “C” in the square provided on 
the left. 
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1)  Carl, an off duty Restricted Area Pass holder, he is permitted to be in the following areas: 
 

a) Departures lounge, passenger screening locations and baggage area 
b) Baggage makeup area 
c) On the restricted apron 
d) In an area other than his assigned work area 
e) All of the above 
f) None of the above 

 
2)  You notice an unattended suitcase beside a garbage can, and from what you can see, the 

suitcase has no Airport tags to it. Do you: 
  
a) Report it 
b) Do not report it 
c) Investigate further 

 
3)  You notice an Airport employee without a visible Restricted Area Pass in the restricted area. Do 

you: 
 

a) Report it 
b) Do not Report it 
c) Investigate further 

 
4)  What is the Primary Security Line? 
 

a) The security barrier that separates the restricted area of the airport from those areas 
intended for public use 

b) A restricted access area limited to Canada Border Services Personnel 
c) The security barrier surrounding all airport restricted areas intended for passengers 
d) The security barrier surrounding all non-restricted areas of the airport 

 
5)  Jane is a temporary pass holder and needs to enter the sterile area. It’s late and the passenger 

screening points are closed, what can Jane do? 
 

a) Jane can go to any employee access point 
b) Jane can go to an employee access point if under the escort of a permanent Restricted 

Area Pass holder 
c) Jane cannot access the restricted area except through a passenger screening point (she 

will have to wait until tomorrow) 
d) Jane can only enter the sterile area through a passenger screening point with an escort 

(so she needs to wait until passenger screening is open, and must have an escort at that 
time) 
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6)  In order for someone to be on the airside without an escort, they must have the following? 
 

a) A valid temporary pass 
b) A valid Purple Restricted Area Pass 
c) A valid Red Restricted Area Pass 
d) A valid Yellow Restricted Area Pass 
e) A valid need and right to be there 

 
 
7)  What number do you call to report a security concern? 
 

a) Call 905-679-6779 
b) Call 905-679-1999 
c) Call 905-289-1245 
d) Call 905-679-4908 

 
 
8)  Who can make the most important contribution to security at Hamilton International Airport? 
 

a) You 
b) Airport Management 
c) Airport Security Staff 
d) Answers B & C only 
e) None of the answers apply 

 
 
9)  You are a member of Hamilton International Airport Security and have a responsibility for 

which of the following? 
 

a) Maintain security vigilance at all times when working at Hamilton International 
b) Having an acceptable knowledge of Airport Emergency Plans 
c) Participating in the Hamilton International’s security awareness program 
d) Answers A, B & C 
e) None of the answers apply 

 
 

10) True or False: The purpose of Hamilton International’s security awareness Program is to 
promote a culture of security vigilance and awareness for all employees, tenants and 
contractors.  

 
  a)  True 
  b)  False 
   
 

 

 

 

 

 


